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Angel calling
At your door now is an angel with a message, waiting for your next
order to share with the world and you. This beautiful unseen energy (to
most) is answering your prayers and calls. Like the door, only free will
is a small barrier, waiting for you to open your heart to them. Once
opened the amazing opportunities to share this unconditional healing
love is only a door away. Whether you believe or not, everyone has
been touched by an angel at some point whether in joy, an earth angel
or a moment of magic when everything falls into place. To truly feel the
love from these angelic energies we must vibrate heaven on earth.
Heaven is in all of us and once triggered, there is no limits to its
amazing power. Lets begin a journey to once more align ourselves to
this calling and see the new world of beauty awaiting us.
Lets get started
An angel can be sent to any situation to help us and others with life, as
long as experience is not needed. For we all have our part to play in
teaching others about life, illnesses and experience. Our vibration we
put out creates lessons to learn and this is free will. When we learn the
big picture we even see that problems are just signs. The clearer our
connection to the source ( the energy in everything that flows) the easier
to ask an angel to help. For our body and brain may produce
insecurities, fear or material blockages relating to past experience we
have not let go off. In helping others we often have a need or want,
which can relate to us needing or wanting help, which the angels don’t
work of this energy, for they have no needs or wants but to serve and
play their part.
How to send an angel?
I like to get experiencing straight away and so why I have put this
heading. In the experience of sending an angel or allowing an angel to
do our work, we can truly learn and evolve in the work of angels. I see
life as a two way experience and by serving the world, we learn the part
we play and how we can connect to a source that knows no boundaries
in learning and sharing. An angel brings peace and balance to the world,
so think of those situations that an angel could help to solve unbalance.
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They are also amazing for raising the vibration of others to help us on
our journey find peace ourselves. When we link with others then they
share in the vision of what will bring peace or pure insights from the
source to bring balance to both life’s in sharing. If you can imagine like
going with a friend to guru who had all the answers but also you then
become the guru as you link and share. Without your connection all
wouldn’t be able to access the fountain of knowledge. Like we are the
key when we are unconditional love that opens this world of infinite
knowledge we just let it flow through us as our brain takes on this new
data. Like downloading new software to not just use but access to share
with others.
Angel message :
Angels are just waiting to play their part, they may even already know
the calling you will create. If we send an angel with unconditional love
and in response to a call from those around us or thoughts that come to
us, then we are sending in the purest form and so it makes it easier for
an angel to complete. Also realise that they will know what is needed to
bring peace, where we have limitations to such knowledge unless we
share or the big picture emerges. Never attach a thought of what needs
to be done or possible outcome you are looking for, as this is then
triggering emotional needs and wants which the angel don’t work too.
For this stops the flow of the message
Angels on earth
We all have the capacity to be angels on earth and when we hear this
calling, many without hesitation or thought for themselves are sent to
raise people energies by merging with their own. They automatically
share unconditional love and seem by just their presence bring peace to
chaos. Angels also use earth angels to do their work but I think the key
is when touched by an angel you become an angel for that brief time
needed to do the planets work. Anyone can perform these amazing
moments and often do without even knowledge of the incident. It is
amazing how the timings and even just a smile has changed a person
life in a moment, through this simple act of support and sharing.
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Angels message:
More and more people are recognising that angels are working with
them in whatever capacity to get the message across. If guided to places
and situations then if right in heart then just do and you will tell when
you have been sent by an angel because the timing and what you say
has a major impact, whether you realise it or not.
Hear the calling:
The less emotional turbulence, the more we can hear an angel calling
for us to go places, see people and share our energy. Some may say its
intuition or gut feelings and some coincidences but either way the
feeling is so overwhelming we often go into automatic mode. I feel they
call upon humans to do the work for some people need that physical
connection to actually be ignited to bring peace in their life’s. With free
will sometimes I feel the message from the angels just can’t get through
the door and so is why earth angels are called upon to deliver the
message. I also feel that some mediums who understand the gift in the
message and not themselves are able to deliver those small evidences to
re-assure that we are not alone. For it is then we tend to get back to the
oneness or the source. As some may say the collective. I think anyone
can be an earth angel and it has no spiritual standing or enlightenment
attributes. Once touched by an angel you energy source within you
grows and cleanses your whole body to be connected once more for a
brief time back to the source where anything is possible. We tend to
lose this as we go back to our daily routines.
Try this exercise to hear or feel the call of an angel.
Angel message: An angel is never far away from you but you have to
ask them for help. Make a list of what in your life you want balance,
help or peace to and what feels right, try calling an angel to help. Try
not to get caught up in the emotion, so just let your emotions go by
putting into a box.
Nature, place, person etc...
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Angel vessel
The more we understand that we separate from the source to experience
the learning of separation, we can realise that even though the source is
flowing in everything, we have created our vibration and lessons to let
go of our false thoughts and illusions, stopping us flowing like the
energy we came into this world as. The soul has held onto past
emotions that we just didn’t want to learn, probably due to the pain and
emotion we felt and so we have come back to learn once more. As a
vessel for the angels we allow the source to work for us and them in the
most magical of ways as we turn our bodies into pure energy flow also.
It is then we can become a oneness or be the source. Another example
is instead of searching for the path, we become the path. We align our
energies to that of heaven so we can see heaven on earth. For
everything has its part in seeing this and the more we can vibrate an
angel vessel, we can see the beauty in this new world once hidden by
being a vessel of material substance only.
Vibration
The angels talk of vibration and how to learn the earth moulds to our
vibration. Some may say like attracts like but this natural balance is
why we can learn through experience in a physical way. We even
attract the opposite to see what we are not. So some where in the
vibration must be a similar or energy that balances. I hear all the time of
being positive and even though true, the concept isn’t often truly known
how it works. If your having a negative thought then a positive one will
balance and neutralise the original vibration. But if you try to be
positive all the time, you have to have a negative to balance, this
thought . The source is part of everything as so may be a neutral energy
where it doesn’t have to do anything but just be what it is. Just
surrender to what it is. In trying to be positive, you are not positive,
because you come from a place of not being. When positivity is flowing
inside you, you don’t have to be positive, for you already are. So to try
to be is to detach from being and so cause a lesson to why separating
from the source of being. So any situation, we have vibrated to
experience because we are the vibration that attracts. If the source, and
this is in everything, we already part of everything and so don’t need to
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be anything but the source. So when your feeling your not flowing or
life isn’t right then all we have to do is align the vibration back to the
angels energy or the source.
align the vibration
There is a natural way to align to the vibration. Nature does it perfect as
it balances the energy . The angels are perfect energies and don’t attach
to the vibration that isn’t them. So for us to work with angels unless
touched by one we can help the process by becoming a vessel and
aligning our vibration. This means we have to cleanse that which
doesn’t vibrate the pure energy or ignite the pure energy that is in
everything. Once ignited it becomes the flow of the source once more.
So lets get help from the angels to align our vibration and become a an
angel vessel.
Angel message:
When we see ourselves as a new energy, we ignite the light within. This
detaches us from past and future and gets us into the moment. In the
moment is when we feel the vibration we are flowing. Let the angel
align your vibration back to the source. By just imagining yourself
flowing down a river, you get back into the flow.

Angels help :
Angels help with anything unless experience is needed. They also bring
quicker solutions to problems than we can. Look out for an angel
sending you to support and help others. For once you help, you are
enlightened to the ways of life. Euphoric feeling of heaven touches your
soul as you feel alive. You see for the first time the true essence of life
and what can be achieved. Your possibilities are endless as your flow
once more in the energy you have spent your life part of. Listen out to
trigger words or words that seem out of place for the people you are
with. They may say ot louder or just blurt out the help needed for those
around them. Then you know how you can help and whether to send an
angel. When miracles happen, try to stay humble as remember its not
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you but your part of the process and if claim, you will not be used
again, for you have allowed the energy to stop the flow. Playing your
part or sharing your life with angels brings such love from the source
that we sudden;t realise that we are a small but essential part of
supporting and helping others. I could tell you hundreds of stories of
angels but the pure angels, have no names as they are a part of
everything. Everyone is assigned a angel to help them but they are all
part of the same angel and in sending them to do a job, they tap into the
knowledge of what is needed. An animal needing help, we can send an
angel and it will become an animal angel. The name represents human
understanding of the part they play.
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